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Celebrating Spring on Cape Cod
by Nicola Burnell

Why does Spring comes so late to the Cape? Isn't this the land of first light? When I'm sprinkling cayenne
pepper on my crocuses, to stop bunnies from feasting on their delicate purple petals, my mother is raving about
carpets of bluebells and snow drops in England.

Bluebells? I wish I could find them here! I'm lucky to get the odd grape hyacinth scattered across my sandy soil.

I forget how much I miss the English springtime until  Robert Browning starts whispering in my ear "Oh, to be in
England, now that April's there…"

I didn't appreciate the longing the poet must have felt to write Home Thoughts from Abroad, but I get it now. My
daffodils never grow in majestic oceans of yellow, the way they lap at the edges of the English country lanes.
Although the forsythia does look pretty grand lining the driveways of some of the Cape's less travelled roads.

Why are the cherry trees blossoming in Washington, D.C. long before my daffodils sprout little more than a
fragile stalk? I want to know why my cherry trees don't bloom until  May!

But when they do deign to burst into flower, they beckon me to stand beneath them; to gaze through their
clusters of tiny pink petals that frame a flawless blue sky. I don't recall the sky ever being this blue in England.

I was reciting Browning's poem while driving home one afternoon, as I often do on the days when Spring is
meant to be here (if you're English), and I was stopped by a red traffic light. Instead of feeling annoyed, I took
the opportunity to look up, not expecting to see anything in particular.

Through my sunroof, I was met with the most spectacular canopy of thin branches covered in millions of tiny
white flowers. I literally lost myself in their beauty. It was only the beeping of the impatient driver behind me that
brought me back to earth.



A Bloomin' Surprise! Photograph by Nicola Burnell
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When I lived in England I couldn't drive passed wisteria without grabbing my camera. I've been nursing a
wisteria tree in my garden for over 8 years now, and it has only ever bloomed twice!

Last May, I marched toward its sprawling limbs that have snaked their way along my fence, with garden shears
firmly in hand. "If you don't like it here, I can put you out of your misery," I warned, scanning the limbs for signs
of life.

I almost missed them. The buds were smaller than an inch long, but there was no mistaking the asparagus-
head-like growth that would soon expand into purple tendrils of intricate beauty. "Yes!" I shrieked, tossing the
shears aside. "You're going to bloom this year!"

Watching for Wisteria,  Photograph by Nicola Burnell

I can't tell you how long I stood next to those flowers, inhaling their sweet scent, photographing them from every
angle that I could twist myself into. I was determined not to miss a moment of their brief display of
determination.

I'm not sure why my wisteria flowered last year, but you can bet that I'll be out there again, shears at the ready. I
won't cut it down, of course. But I will let it know that I'm watching, and hoping for more blooms.

Although Spring comes a little late to the Cape, it does come, eventually. And it is beautiful, in its own, Cape
Cod way.

I anticipate the signs of spring as fondly as I do the first snows of winter; the comforting jack-hammer sound of
the woodpecker calling for its mate, or the chickadees fighting over birdhouses nailed to my trees. My new
companions through the hot, summer months to come.

http://nicnovel.blogspot.com/
mailto:nicola@capewomenonline.com


Gentle Waves of Season's Change,  Photograph by Nicola Burnell

For all the complaining I may do when I miss the glory of the English Spring, there's something England could
never give me; my afternoon walks along Nantucket Sound. No matter what the season, Cape Cod's beaches
offer the most stunning views, luring tourists into endless lines traffic with their promise of serenity.

This IS the land of first light, if not the home of the prettiest Spring. But if I'm honest, I have to admit that Cape
Cod's quirky seasons are worth all the daffodils and bluebells in the world.
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